
H.—THE LOGICAIJ CALCULUS. I. GENERAL
PRINCIPLES.

By W. E. JOHNSON.

§ 1. Principles of a Symbolic Calculus. As a material
machine is an instrument for economising the exertion of
force, so a symbolic calculus is an instrument for economis-
ing the exertion of intelligence. And, employing the same
analogy, the more perfect the calculus, the smaller would be
the amount of intelligence applied as compared with the
results produced. But as the exertion of some force is neces-
sary for working the machine, so the exertion of some intel-
ligence is necessary for working the calculus. It is then
important to examine the kind and degree of intelligence that
are demanded in the employment of any symbolic calculus.
It will appear that the logical calculus stands in a unique
relation to intelligence; for it aims at exhibiting, in a non-
intelligent form, those same intelligent principles that are
actually required for working it.

To some critics this characteristic would appear a ground
of condemnation from the outset. Certainly the unique
position of the Logical Calculus—which seems to be trying
to reduce intelligence to non-intelligence—demands very
careful treatment, if we are to avoid a purely sterile or cir-
cular exhibition of the processes of thought.

I will attempt to "enumerate briefly what appear to be the
principles common to every species of symbolic calculus.
(1) The symbols must be understood to represent—without
exhaustively characterising—things other than themselves.
(2) Each symbol must have a permanent and unambiguous
import throughout any connected series of operations. (3)
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4 W. E. J0HN80N :

It must be possible that different symbols or combinations of
symbols may represent the same identical thing, and that
(4) symbols which represent the same thing may be substi-
tuted for one another. (5) Statements of equivalence must
be understood as having propositioned import, and (6) the
results obtained by substitution must be understood to be
inferences from the statements of equivalence. (7) This
requires also a recognition of the distinction between univer-
sal and particular symbols, and (8) of the principle that a
universal symbol may be replaced by any other symbol re-
presenting an object in the sphere covered by the universal.
And, finally, in order that the replacement of a simple
symbol by a complex synthesis of symbols may be valid, we
require (9) a recognition of the force of the bracket, and (10)
the postulate that the synthesis of symbols shall yield a
product homogeneous with the symbols synthesised. The
intelligence demanded in the employment of a symbo-
lic calculus, then, involves a recognition of (1) the Repre-
sentativeness of Symbols, (2) the convention of Per-
manence of Import, (3) the possibility of Equivalence, (4)
the Method of Substitution, (5) the Propositional Import
of Equivalences, (6) the Inferential relation between
Equivalencee, (7) the distinction between universal and
particular symbols, (8) the applicational interpretation of
tJniversals, (9) the force of the Bracket, and (10) the Postu-
late of Homogeneity.

With regard to (1) the Representativeness of Symbols, it
is important to point out that the symbol must be capable
(2) of unambiguously indicating its object, jalthough it can
never by its own inward construction represent exhaustively
the entire characterisation of its object. This combination
of unambiguous indication and unexhaustive characterisation
is the necessary condition and explanation of the possibility
(3) that different symbols, each of which represents a diffe-
rent aspect or mode of indicating its object, may yet refer us
to one and the same object. This, then, accounts for the
possibility that a system which primarily involves the con-
ventional equivalence a = a, should also have room for the
real equivalence a = b. Now these real equivalences form
the ground for the employment of (4) the Method of Substi-
tution. But to erect this method into the position of the
sole principle for arriving at truth, as Jevons does, is an
error akin to the old nominalists' fallacy. We require, as
basis for arriving at any but mere verbal truth, a knowledge
of the axioms which state what syntheses of symbols are
equivalent to one another, before any use can be made of
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 5

the Method of Substitution. The next four principles,
which indicate how the method can be used, are of special
importance in an account of Logic. For proposition, infer-
ence, universal and particular are the very elements which
constitute the science. It is, then, essential to point oat that
we cannot work any calculus without being conscious that
(5) equations are propositions, affirming some truth; that
(6) from these propositions other equations are inferred,
wherever we UBO the symbol .". (therefore); that (7 and
8) these inferences continually involve the replacement of
universal by more particular symbols. Thus, in the equi-
valence (a + b)1 = a* + lab + b*, the symbols a and b are
universal, i.e., replaceable by any other symbols of number,
but the symbols 2 and + are particular. Further, these re-
placements often involve the substitution of a complex for a
simple symbol, and this is never legitimate without enclosing
the complex in a bracket or using some equivalent conven-
tion. The mistakes that beginners in algebra make in this
matter are familiar to all teachers of the elements of mathe-
matics. But it is not generally recognised that the principle
of correct bracketing plays as important a part in logic as in
mathematics. Indeed able logicians seem in this matter to
have made mistakes on a level with the schoolboy's mistakes
in algebra. Finally we must recognise explicitly that these
complex combinations of symbols can only be used in a
calculus, if they represent objects in the same sphere, and there-
fore obey the same laws as the simple symbols. The necessity
for this Postulate of Homogeneity restricts the range of syn-
thetic systems of symbolism. For, without it, we should never
be able to reach formulae more complicated than the initial
axioms; and all possibility of a calculus would vanish. Now
it is the indefinite increase of complication in our results that
gives the unique character to a calculus. The " intellectual
intuition " which perceives the truth of laws in their simple
—but absolutely universal—form is incompetent to perceive
the same truths in more complicated forms. A symbolio
calculus is an instrument for transcending the limits of
intellectual intuition. But all thinking by help of language
involves the same principle.1

1 Logical and mathematical symbols are properly rt-rtpnttntaUv*.
That is, the letter* a, b, e . . . are inbstitnU signa for word* or numbers,
which are, in their turn, txpnmvt signs for ideas. [See Mr. Stoat's
article on " Thought and Language" in MDTD, April, 1801.] The symbols
+ and x sre, however, simply representative (being mere «ynonynu for
ordinary words); that is, they normally perform their function in thought
only through and by means of attention to their meaning.
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We have now explicitly recognised certain of the forms
in which intelligence has to be exercised in working a sym-
bolic calculus. We cannot feel sure that all these forms
have been exhaustively enumerated. But such explicit
enumeration as has been offered will give an indication of
the peculiar relation in which the Logical Calculus stands
to thought. For the same intelligent principles have
to be employed in using the calculus as are non-intel-
ligently developed in its results. This must be admitted
once for all as characterising the unique nature of logical
symbolism.

§ 2. The Analysis of System or the Synthesis of Proposi-
tions. The fundamental work of Pure Formal Logic is an
investigation into the principles according to which the
analysis of a system exhibits it as a synthesis of propositions.
The proper procedure of Logic is throughout analytical.
We must begin with an analysis of system, and determine
first how a synthesis of propositions yields a totality of inter-
related elements. This primary analysis must be carried so
far as to resolve any complex into propositions as consti-
tuents. It precedes the analysis of propositions into those
elements that are not themselves propositions, just as the
Physical analysis of a substance into molecules precedes the
Chemical analysis of the molecule into atoms. This formal
analogy will be found not altogether without value. For some
symbolists appear to have introduced confusion by identify-
ing the "Physical" combination of propositions into a system
with the "Chemical" combination of subject and predication
into a proposition. We can best keep clear of this confusion
by first treating the less disputable and more absolutely
formal portion of Logic, viz., the synthesis of propositions
into a system. This will necessitate an inquiry (A) into the
general conception of synthesis, and (B) into the general con-
ception of the proposition.

§ 3. (A) With respect to synthesis in general, we must t>b-
Berve that every mode of combining propositions is expressed
by a word belonging to the part of speech called conjunction.
There are logical and non-logical conjunctions : but, using
the term in a logical sense, we may regard every conjunction
as expressing some mode of logical synthesis of propositions.
Now the fundamental mode of logically combining proposi-
tions is represented by the conjunction and. This mode of
combination is called par excellence " conjunction ". It will
be found that all other purely logical conjunctions depend
for their import upon this conjunction alone. It is, there-
fore, important to give a clear indication of its force. The
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 7

relation expressed by and is simply the emptiest of all rela-
tions. It expresses merely the bringing of two propositions
together into one system, without subordination or any de-
finable connexion other than is indicated by their being iiace
to face in one and the same system. It is, therefore, the
conjunction of pure synthesis, presupposed in and underlying
all specific syntheses. Its nature will be made more explicit
when we come to consider the laws which govern its use.
Meanwhile we may notice some common misunderstandings
on this subject. When we bring together two propositions
a, b, by means of the conjunction and, the result is ' a and
b '. Now this result is itself a proposition : i.e., we may pre-
dicate of it truth or falsity, and it may be combined with
other propositions, in precisely the same way as the (rela-
tively) simple proposition o. This is, perhaps, obvious; but
logicians have practically neglected or denied i t They would
say that ' a and b' does not represent one proposition but
two. But such a view involves a disregard, on the one hand,
of the force of bringing the two propositions together ; and,
on the other hand, of the synthesis that is already implicit
in the simpler proposition a. For the conception of a mole-
cular proposition is purely ideaL Any actual proposition is
indefinitely analysable into component propositions somehow
synthesised into a unity. Hence an explicit introduction of
and does not intrinsically affect the character of the proposi-
tion, as single or double. On the other hand, it is essential
to note the reality of the process involved in bringing two
propositions face to face and ftTumiTiiTig their combined force.
This is shown familiarly in the combination of the two pre-
misses of a syllogism. For here some newly apprehended truth
is often brought out by the active collision of two trutha that
have perhaps been long in the possession of the same mind
but never contemplated as belonging to the same system.
Yet the little particle and, which connects the two premisses
of a syllogism, has always been neglected and despised, while
the particle if, which connects the premisses with the con-
clusion, has received its due attention. We see, then, that
the product or resultant of bringing two propositions together

_ is itself a proposition. The process or operation of bringing
them together may be called Reasoning. Hence Reasoning
should be defined as a process of forming a Judgment.
The traditional way of explaining the relation between
Reasoning and Judgment seems misleading. The difference
is simply that between process and product. There is no
product beyond the proposition and the system of proposi-
tions. The judgment is the final outcome of all logical
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8 W. E. JOHNSON:

thought and process. Reasoning is, then, the process of
synthesis—not the synthesised product The inferential
mode of synthesis--represented by the conjunction */—
has been prominent in traditional logic; but a more general
view of synthesis is here taken, in which inference will
be Bhown to be dependent on and subordinate to pure
synthesis.

§ 4 (B) As the conception of system in general is indicated
by the conjunction and, so the conception of the proposition in
^en«roZ(i.e.,of the elements whose synthesisconstitutessysteni)
is indicated by the particle not. A proposition is simply the
expression of a truth or falsity. What distinguishes the import
of a proposition from any other combination of words is its
being, of necessity true or false. In affirming one thing, it denies
an indefinite number of other things. Hence a proposition
faces two ways. The possibility of its formation depends on
the conception of its contradictory. On the one hand, a
proposition has no meaning for us until we understand what
it denies; and, on the other hand, denial and contradiction
have no meaning except in reference to propositions. The
mere presentation or impression ' blue' does not carry with
it any reference to contrary or incompatible presentations:
but the affirmation or declaration ' blue !' involves at least
some such process as ' Red ? no! not-red, but blue'; ' Green ?
no! not-green, but blue'. This process of bringing up in
idea presentations, which are successively rejected, is that
out of which the judgment emerges as a victorious claimant.
By this reference to a struggle amongst incompatible rivals,
and the supremacy of one over the others, the judgment is
defined. The usual view of the judgment as connecting a
subject with a predicate does not really help us. If we put
the terms man and mortal together we merely get the com-
plex term mortal man, not the proposition—man is mortal.
The latter is distinguished from the former by its rejecting from
the system of accepted reality the immortal man: its power of
affirming is explicated by reference to what it denies. We
see, then, that the definition of a proposition as that which
expresses a truth or falsity immediately leads to the re-
cognition, along with any one proposition, of that which
expresses its falsity. Corresponding to every proposi-
tion a, there exists its contradictory not-a. Here again
the exact force of the contradictory relation will be brought
out, when we consider the laws regulating the use of the
particle not.

§ 5. The Conjunction ' and' and the Particle ' not'. All
that formal logic can do in the way of synthesis of proposi-
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 9

tions is contained in the laws regulating the use of these
little words and and not. If this statement is doubted, it
may be well to point out that the whole of the vast subject
of the Mathematics of Number or Discrete Quantity rests on
the fundamental ideas of distinction and addition—repre-
sented by the words ' other than ' and ' together with '. It
is not then remarkable that the sphere of pure logic should
be limited to a development of the conceptions of pure
synthesis and pure negation. The fundamental laws or
axioms that regulate these operations must now be given.
J t is necessary to premise that the operations relate exclu-
sively to propositions—not to terms, or classes, or ideas, or
things.

§ (3. The Fundamental Laws of Propositional Synthesis.
In expressing the axioms, which regulate the synthesis of
propositions,, we shall require to denote, in some unam-
biguous way, the following elements : (1) Propositions; (2)
Pure Synthesis or Determination; (3) Pure Negation or
Contradiction. It will be understood then that propositions
are represented by letters; that determination is represented
by simple juxtaposition; and that (so far as i9 convenient)
negation may be represented by a bar written over the pro-
position denied. Before stating the laws it may be as well
to recur to the general principles of Rymbolism. The state-.
ment of equivalence (symbolised by = ) is common to all
symbolisms, and use is made of it by the Method of Substi-
tution. The laws which we are about to enunciate are both
universal and formal By being universal, I mean that the
equivalences hold whatever propositions the symbols a, b,
&c, may be supposed to stand for. Thus we may apply
these universal equivalences by replacing the proposition-
Bymbols by any other proposition-symbols (simple or com-
plex). By being formal, I mean that the equivalences are
stated on the responsibility of Formal Logic—that Formal
Logic guarantees their validity.1 The distinction between
Formal and Non-Formal equivalences is of essential impor-
tance, but it has been generally neglected or obscured by
symbolists. A formal equivalence is not necessarily univer-
sal, for it may involve particular symbols, i.e., symbols for
which no other symbol may be substituted, such as 0, 1,
2 . . . in Algebra. Hence the necessity for the distinction
between universal and particular symbols. It may, perhaps,

1 In Mathematics, formal universal equations are called idtntitia.
Bnt this name is obviously nnsaitable to describe logically formal and
universal equivalences.
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be pointed out that universal equivalences always contain
some.particular symbols, such as + , x , —, -^,/or which no
other symbol may be substituted. Hence it is better to speak
of the symbols themselves—not of the equivalences—as being
universal or particular. The propositdonal import of the
equivalences having been thus made explicit, we must next
note the inferential character of our procedure. This is
indicated by the "therefore" which precedes the derived
equivalences. We need only finally state explicitly that the
operation of pure synthesis or pure negation of propositions
always yields as its result an unambiguous proposition; so
that the complex synthesis of symbols obeys the same uni-
versal laws as the simple symbols. Thus the Postulate of
Homogeneity is explicitly recognised.

There are five independent laws, which are necessary
and sufficient for propositional synthesis. They are the
following:—

I. The Commutative Law : xy = yx.
II. The Associative Law : xy.z = x.yz.

III. The Law of Tautology : xx = x.
IV. The Law of ^Reciprocity : x = x^_
V. The Law of Dichotomy : x = xy xy.

A few words of explanation on each law may be given.
But the whole of the explanation that follows is totally un-
necessary for the working of the calculus. The calculus is
only a calculus in so far as the meaning of the letters,
of the bar, and of the synthesis of juxtaposition is tem-
porarily forgotten. On the other hand, the remarks,
which immediately preceded the enunciation of the
laws, must be understood. I hope that I have succeeded
in making clear the distinction between the minimum
of intelligence that is absolutely necessary and the intel-
ligence that is supposed to be laid aside in working the
calculus.

§ 7. Explanation of the Fundamental Laws. The Com-
mutative Law expresses the principle that the order of pure
syntliesis is indifferent. The space-order in which the
symbols are written may be taken to indicate the time-
order in which the corresponding judgments are formed.
Time is a condition to which thinking is subject. This is a
psychological law referring to the process of thinking. But
the logical law states the principle that the objects of thought
abstract from this condition under which thinking takes
place, and are related to one another timelessly. Again, the
Associative Law expresses the principle that the mode of
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 11

grouping iv pure synthesis is indifferent. For it is to be
observed that each step in the process of synthesising pro-
positions involves two elements. This merely exhibits a
psychological law of thinking, known as the Law of Duality.
But the logical law here affirms that the objects of thought
are not restricted in their inter-relations by any limitation
to a Duality. Again, then, thought is seen to abstract from
the conditions to which thinking is subject. The three re-
maining laws closely correspond to the three Laws of Thought
recognised by Logicians. The first of these—the Law of
Tautology—expresses the principle that tlu mere repetition of
a pivposition does not in any way add to or alter its force. The
ordinary form of this law, " Every A is A," or " If A, then
A," expresses the same principle. Having given the name
A, or affirmed the proposition A, a mere repetition of such
statement does not affect its assertory force.1 The import
of the judgment is independent of the time, circumstances,
or connexions in which it is formed. Its repetition is,
therefore, objectively irrelevant. The first three laws, then,
form a group of principles which declare that thought is
emancipated from the conditions imposed on the thinker.
He forms a judgment once, and perhaps again forms the
same judgment, or forms another and connects this with
the first, and then again forms a third judgment, which he
connects with the result of joining the first two. But all
this time-process and time-sequence and time-repetition are
irrelevant to the import of the objectified judgments. These
are timeless) and related timelessly.

The Law of Beciprocity expresses the principle that the
denial of the denial of a proposition is equivalent to its affirmation.
In this principle are included the so-called Laws of Contradic-
tion and Excluded Middle, viz., " If A, then not not-A " and
" If-not not-A, then A ". Of course, here denial means bare
denial or pure contradiction. If in opposition to A we set
up some proposition merely incompatible with A, then the
denial of this last does not bring us back to A. Other alter-
natives are possible. The formal contradictory of a positive
judgment can never be itself a positive judgment. If the
proposed contradictory has any positive element in it, the
alternatives are only exhaustive within the positive hypothesis

1 It should be observed that I distinguish this law of Tautology from
the symbolic convention a = a. The latter is necessarily presupposed
in order to Rive meaning to the former. The latter, again, is a conven-
tional postulate, common to all symbolism ; the former is a formal law,
exclusively logical
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12 W. E. JOHNSON :

common to the two. The logical contradictory, therefore,
is a mere ideal—never apprehended in itself—which serves
as a warding against the error of supposing that any finite
number of positive contraries can be exhaustive of all possi-
bility.1 The Laws of Contradiction and Excluded Middle
have the appearance of being merely verbal. They seem
simply to efxpound the meaning of not. It is, therefore,
necessary to show how thought comes to have a meaning
for not. We shall find the explanation by recurring once
more to the process which, ends in the formation of a judg-
ment. In this process we detect a conflict ending in a con-
quest and ejection. Now the word not has really a double
signification. Sometimes it refers to the conflict, and at
other times to the conquest and ejection. The laws of Contra-
diction and Excluded Middle bring these two significations
into connexion with one another. " If A, then not not-A "
means " The positing of A involves a conquest over and re-
jection of anything that conflicts with A ". The former
" not" thus means " rejection of " ; the latter means " con-
flicting with ". Again, " If-not not-A, then A " means " The
conquest over and rejection of everything that conflicts with
A involves the instatement of A". As before, the former
" n o t " means "rejection of," and the latter means "con-
flicting with ". • The former is the not of the copula, the latter
of the predicative term. This explanation will, perhaps, make
clearer the statement that the force of a declaration, asser-
tion, or positing is made explicit by reference to denial; and
the relation between the two—and thus the real import of
a proposition—is finally made explicit by the laws of Con-
tradiction and of Excluded Middle. The doubt, then,
whether these laws are not after all merely verbal expositions
of 'not' is answered by the reflexion that, were tnere not
any real psychological process at the back of the proposition,
there would be nothing for ' not' to mean. Granted the
reality of the process, the laws may be admitted to be merely
verbal. But the .foundation of the verbal laws is just this
reality of the process.

Lastly, the Law of Dichotomy expresses the principle that
the denial of any proposition is equivalent to the denial of its
conjunction with any other proposition together with the
denial of its conjunction with the contradictory of that other

1 1 should maintain that the apparent ultimate antinomies of thought
arise always from the attempt to conceive two alternatives by means of
some positive idea. The Law of Excluded Middle is used to justify
this attempt; but, in fact, it expressly forbids the attempt
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 1 3

proposition. This is a further extension of the Law of Ex-
cluded Middle, when applied to the combination of proposi-
tions with one another. The denial that a is conjoined with
b combined with the denial that a is conjoined with not-b is
equivalent to the denial of a absolutely. For, if a were true,
it must be conjoined either with b or with not-b. This law,
which (it must be admitted) looks at first a little compli-
cated, is the special instrument of the logical calculus. By
its means we may always resolve a proposition into two
determinants, or conversely we may compound certain

Eairs of determinants into a single proposition. In this
LW we first begin to see the complexity into which the de-

velopment of our axioms will lead us. In a future paper
I hope to show how the whole Boolian Calculus can be
derived in a few steps from these laws. But at present
I wish to examine more closely the relation between the
methods of the calculus and the ordinary forms of speech
and thought.

§8. Derivative Modes of Synthesis. All results attainable
by the Logical Calculus are contained in the five funda-
mental laws which regulate the use of the particles " and,"
" not". But the results can be put into more familiar forms,
and their relations to ordinary processes of thought can be
exhibited by the introduction and definition of new conjunc- •
tions and modes of synthesis.
. We may, then, observe first that we have two fundamental
types of synthesis which can be best denoted by the words
Conjunctive and Disjunctive. Thus, taking two simple pro-
positions x, y, their conjunction is expressed byxy and their
disjunction by xy. These two propositions xy and xy form
a contradictory pair. The conjunctive xy jixpresses that x
and y are both true; while the disjunctive xy expresses that
x and y are not both true.1 The latter must of course be
distinguished from the conjunctive xy, which expresses that
x and y are both not true. Each of these types has four
varieties involving x, y, or their contradictories, viz.:—

Conjunctives.

xy
xy
xy
xy '

Disjunctives

xy
xy
xy

1 The word disjunctive is here taken in its natural sense to mean
" dw-joined," and in direct opposition to conjunctive.

2 *
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14 W. B. JOHNSON :

The double use of negatives in the Disjunctive varieties is
confusing to ordinary intelligence. Hence in popular speech
they are expressed in simpler form. Thus the disjunctive
xy is expressed in the Hypothetical form,' if x, then y'. And
the disjunctive xy is expressed in the Alternative form,' either
x or y'. In this way ordinary speech dispenses with double
negatives. We must add that in this view there is no es-
sential difference in meaning between the Disjunctive,
Hypothetical, and Alternative forms, and hence that any
proposition of the Disjunctive Type-can be expressed in-
differently in four different forms. Thus, taking the second
variety, the following four propositions are equivalent:—

(1) The conjunction of x-true with y-false is false.
(2) If x is true, y is true.
(3) If y is false, x is false.
(4) Either x is false or y is true.

Similarly each of the other varieties of Disjunctive can be
expressed m four equivalent ways by use of the Disjunctive,
Hypothetical, and Alternative forms. Moreover any pro-
position of the disjunctive type is contradicted by a proposi-
tion of the conjunctive type. Thus the contradictory of " If
x, then y " is " x is true, but y is false " ; the contradictory
of " Either x or y is true " is " Neither x nor y is true," and
so on.

It is not enough for my purpose to establish merely the
equivalence of .the Disjunctive, Alternative and Hypothetical
forms. I s would contend that the only natural way of ex-
pounding the force of the Alternative and Hypothetical
forms is to reduce them to the Disjunctive form, The
syntheses ' or' and ' if' have been recognised as presenting
peculiar difficnlties by all logicians who are inclined towards
an objective interpretation of propositions. The fact or
actuality cannot itself be hesitating between two alternatives.
It cannot determine itself conditionally upon an undecided
contingency. The fact must be a determinate fact. The re-
lation between alternatives or between supposition And con-
sequent cannot be a relation between facts. Hence the
origin of these forms must be looked for in the nature of tb*
thinker's relation to fact. Now this relation is clearly the
relation of partial or incomplete knowledge (or at anyrate,
more exactly, partial or incomplete statement) about facts.
Now how is this partial knowledge or statement to be exactly
described? Examine the common man and you will see
how he would explain himself if pushed to extremities. He
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 15

will be obliged to explain that by saying that one or other of
two alternatives is true he means that he will not admit that
both are false. By saying that if one proposition be true
another proposition would be true, he means that he will not
admit that the first can be trite and the second false. He thus
recognises that the conjunctive combination of propositions is
a real combination which has obvious objective import.
There is, therefore, a meaning in denying or refusing to
admit any conjunctive combination. The alternative or
conditionally dependent relation cannot be conceived as
objective; but the conjunctive or determinative relation has
a clear objective meaning. If this be admitted, the real
difficulty 01 interpreting Hypotheticals and Alternatives, as
representing a phase or aspect of actual objective reality, is
shifted to the primary difficulty of interpreting denial objec-
tively. For it may be admitted that conjunctxon has a real
objective import and yet maintained that a denial of con-
junction (as mdeed any denial) cannot be interpreted objec-
tively. The difficulty, then, is reduced to the primary
difficulty of giving objective import to the negative. Now the
occasion of a man's forming a truly negative judgment with
respect to reality" is undoubtedly that the suggestion of the
positive is rejected in the conflict by an antagonist who does
not clearly show his face. The antagonist is in reality a posi-
tive contrary, not an indeterminate contradictory. It is only
a positive that has the power to reject another positive. But
that positive may evince its power without being discernible
as a determined positive. Hence the occasion for a negative
judgment. Thus the difficulty is solved by the acknowledg-
ment that, while the judgment determines reality, yet it
leaves reality partially undetermined; while reality is abso-
lutely determinate, it is only as yet incompletely determined.
But why need we have had recourse to the negative judg-
ment to demonstrate this? Does not every positive judgment
equally illustrate the same limitation in our apprehension of
reality? We can never "speak the whole, truth," even
though we may swear that we speak " nothing but the
truth ". A proposition, positive or negative, can only select
one from the infinite number of latent specifications of
reality. It does not thereby affirm that it has exhausted
every aspect of the real.

§ 9. Dixusxion of the above Interpretations. To some readers
all this will appear both true and trite. Others, however,
will strenuously oppose it. I do not think that any logician
except Dr. Keynes has gone quite so far as I propose in
the thorough-going identification of the Disjunctive, Hypo-
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16 W. E. JOHNSON :

thetical, and Alternative mode of synthesis, and especially
in the view that the Hypothetical is contradicted by a
Conjunctive, though this view would seem to be the
natural outcome of the symbolic systems elaborated by
Mrs. Ladd Franklin and Mr. Mitchell in the Johns
Hopkins Studies in Logic. The discussion of this view
is necessary, because it throws some light on a good many
controversies in Formal Logic. In debating the point,
one has to face two very different classes of opponents:
the thorough-going symbolists and the thorough-going con-
ceptualists. In the first class I have specially in mind Dr.
Venn, Mr. Peirce, and Mr. McColL These three writers
identify (for symbolic purposes) the implication^ relation
between two propositions with the relation between the sub-
ject-term and predicate-term of the universal categorical.
The first objection to this on symbolic grounds is simply
that the latter has a quantitative element which is altogether
absent, from the former. Thus' the universal categorical,
"All cases of A are cases of B," contemplates a number of
different cases in which A or B may be found. Hence it is
contradicted by the particular categorical, " Some cases of
A are cases of not-B . But the hypothetical, implicational,
or inferential synthesis, " If the proposition A is true, the
proposition B is true," contemplates simply the single con-
junction or disjunction of A with B. There is no differentia-
tion of cases or times by which the propositions A and B
can be said to be ' in some cases ' or ' sometimes' true and ' in
other cases' or ' at other times' false. The same proposition
cannot be sometimes true and sometimes false !1 Hence the
hypothetical which denies the conjunction of the truth of
the antecedent with the falsity of the consequent is in its
turn denied by simply affirming that conjunction absolutely,
without distinction of where or when. Using Boole's
symbols, it is clear that if x and y are propositions, x = 0
and xy = 0 are contradicted respectively by x = 1 and xy = 1.
But, if x and y are class-terms, x = 0 and xy = 0 are contra-
dicted respectively by x > 0 and xy > 0. There is no alter-
native between the truth or falsity of a proposition or a
conjunction of propositions. But between the extension of a
term throughout the whole universe and zero-extension,
there lies the alternative of its extension throughout a part

1 Those symbolists, who deny tUis, confuse the ' time during which a
proposition is true' with the ' time to which the proposition explicitly
or implicitly refers'. Propositions referring to different times are
different propositions.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 17

only of the universe. For the pure symbolist the matter
may be clenched by the following observation. There is a
thorough-going analogy between the combination of proposi-
tions and the combination of terms. But just as proposi-
tions are combined to form complex propositions, so terms
are cqmbined to form complex terms. Consider the com-
bination of the propositions x, y, to form the complex pro-
positions "If x, then y," i.e., "y or i". This is precisely
analogous to the combination of the class-terms x, y, to form
the complex class-term " class-y together with class-z".
The analogy is symbolically perfect. Yet the symbolists
to whom I have referred appear .to identify the latter com-
plex class with the proposition that this complex class
exhausts the universe. They actually confuse the class
y + x, with the proposition y + 2 ~ I.1

This error seems to be closely allied to and to have arisen
from a confusion between two kinds of synthesis both of
which are expressed ordinarily by the sign if: one of which
contemplates a conjunction or disjunction of circumstances
in the same case or cases of phenomena, and the other con-
templates a conjunction or disjunction of two propositions
of independent import. The first mode of synthesis I should
propose to call Conditional and the second Hypothetical. [See
Keynes's Formal Lof/ic, 2nd edition, pp. 64, 65.] For ex-
ample of the Conditional take, " If a child is spoilt, his parents
suffer ". Here the import of the apparent consequent is only
to be explained by introducing bodily the whole of the
apparent antecedent, so that the proposition is really equiva-
lent to a single categorical, namely, " All the parents of
spoilt children suffer". For example of the Hypothetical
take, " If virtue is involuntary, so is vice". Here we have
two propositions of independent import—' Virtue is involun-
tary,' ' Vice is involuntary'—which are so related that the first
cannot be true without the second. In this latter instance we
deny the conjunction of the truth of the antecedent with the
falsity of the consequent once and for all vritluna distinction
of case or time. In the former we deny the conjunction of
the circumstances expressed by the antecedent with the absence
of the circumstances expressed by the consequent for every
case in (lie real universe contemplated. The hypothetical is con-
tradicted by the proposition," Virtue is involuntary, but not so

1 This confusion is due to the fact that, if x is a proposition, then the
proposition z — 1 means neither more nor less than the proposition x. But,
if x is a claa-term, x =• 1 differs from z tu toto, inasmuch as the former is

. a proposition and the latter a mere term.
2
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1 8 W. E. JOHNSON :

vice". The conditional is contradicted by the proposition,
" Some of the parents of spoilt children do not suffer ". The
conditional form is chiefly used instead of the categorical,
whenever the real, snbject-term is highly complex involving
a chain of relations (as in the propositions of geometry).

In arguing with the symbolist—who attempts to identify
two somewhat different forms of proposition—one has merely
to point out (as I have done) that the roles of symbolic
operation are actually different in the two cases which he
proposes to identify. But, in arguing with the logician who
adopts what may be called a conceptualist position, the
matter is not so simple. In this case of Symbolism versus
Conceptualism, the Symbolist wishes to unite or identify
what the Conceptualist distinguishes. Now the distinctions
which the Conceptualist urges are of the highest importance;
the Symbolist has merely to take the modest ground that
his symbols are quite incompetent to deal with these distinc-
tions until they are explicitly formulated. In other words,
the distinctions of the Conceptualist are material or non-
formal to the rigidly formal logician.

The cases we have to consider here are (1) The identifica-
tion of the Disjunctive, the Hypothetical, and the Alterna-
tive forms of Synthesis, and (2) The identification of the
Conditional with the Categorical universal.

(1) The Hypothetical, " If a, then b," might apparently be
written, " The proposition a implies the proposition b ". Its
contradictory would then appear to be, " The proposition a
does not imply the proposition b ". This latter would mean
(I presume), " The proposition a might be true without the
proposition b being true "; in other words, " The conjunction
of a with not-J may be true ". In my interpretation, on the
other hand, the hypothetical, " If a, then o," means, " The
conjunction of a with not-Z» is false," and its contradictory is
therefore, " The conjunction of a with not-d is true". The
difference between the two interpretations is, therefore, indi-
cated by considering the contradictory of each, which gives
in the one case the possible truth and in the other case the actual
truth of a certain conjunctive. Now this is a difference of
modality. There are great difficulties in coming to an agree-
ment on the subject of modality. But perhaps the follow-
ing will be admitted. Modality refers to the grounds on
which the thinker forms his judgment. It, therefore, ex-
presses a relation between the thinker on the one hand and
a certain proposition on the other hand. The real terms,
then, of the modal proposition are the thinker and his rela-
tion to some judgment which is propounded to him. Thus
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THB LOGICAL CAIiCTTLUS. 19

the proposition, " 8 mast be P," asserts (say) that, A y
rational being is bound by his rationality1 to judge that 8 is
P ". Now the contradictory of a modal proposition such as
" 8 must be P " is always another modal proposition such as
" 8 may be not-P," which would mean on the above showing,
" A rational being is not bound by his rationality to judge
that 8 is P" . • The modal proposition is, therefore, simply
an assertoric on a different plane—concerned with the rela-
tions between different sorts of terms. It follows, then, that
whereas a modal must always be contradicted by a modal,
an assertoric must always be contradicted by an assertoric.
Now to return to the proposition, " If a then b," I propose
simply to regard this as an amertorie hypothetical, not as a
modal hypothetical. In other words, it is taken to assert a
relation of disjunction between o and not-i, not to assert the
obligation to assert this relation. This interpretation is only in
conformity with that of the simple proposition, ' a is true,'
which is regarded as an assertonc categorical, not a modal
categorical; it asserts a, it does not assert the obligation to
assert a; it is contradicted by ' a is false,' not by ' a may be
false'. In justification of my interpretation, it is only neces-
sary to urge that the ordinary use of "if" must at least
include the affirmation of the disjunctive. Of course a
speaker must have some grounds for his statement. Bat it
is one thing to dispute the validity of his grounds and quite
another thing to dispute his statement itself. Where the
speaker intends primarily to assert his right to affirm the
disjunction—not to assert the disjunction itself—this mean-
ing has only to be made explicit, and the symbolist will be
able to deal with it. But the change of meaning involves a
reference to new sorts of terms, which cannot without con-
fusion be mixed up with the old terms.

Very similar remarks must be made with respect to the
identification of the Alternative with the Disjunctive.1 The
proposition " a or b " might be taken to mean " a and b are
alternatives ". Its denial would then appear to be " a and b
are1 not alternatives". This again would mean (I presume)
that " other alternatives besides a and b are possibly true,"
i.e., that " It may be that a and b are both false". Now I

1 Or it may be by his spatial or moral intuitions. In every branch of
ructttary thought, the necessity has a different foundation—so far as the
Logician at least can see.

3 The reader will, of coone, observe that I am not eiactly following
the common use of the word Disjunctive. The word, as originally
applied to ' a or *,' implied the disjunction of a with b. I am identifying
* a or b' with the disjunction of <J with b\
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20 W. E. JOHNSON :

regard the contradictory as being simply assertoric instead
of modal, viz., " a and b are both false ". This is of course
in accordance with common language : "Either-or" is natu-
rally contradicted by " Neither-nor ".

Considering, then, both the Hypothetical and the Alter-
native forms of proposition, I admit that the •psycliological
occasion for these judgments is a certain relation in which the
thinker stands to reality. But I do not admit that the force
of the propositions is to affina this relation. On the con-
trary, they must be taken as affirming assertorically a fact,
which is within certain bruits left undetermined in the
judgment.

(2) I should wish to identify the conditional proposition,
" If any subject is S, that subject is P," with the categorical
proposition, " Any or every subject which is S is P," and
this again with the ordinary form, " Every S is P" . It has
been frequently pointed out that the mental attitude in-
volved in these two forms is different. But we must distin-
guish in Logic the mental attitude from the objective
significance of a judgment. Logic is wholly concerned with
the latter. If a mental attitude is intended to be affirmed,
language is capable of doing this explicitly; and the new
terms in which this new proposition is couched can be dealt
with by formal, logic as easily as the old. Other logicians
would rather detect an objective distinction between the above
two forms. But however this objective distinction is ex-
pounded, it is clear that new terms will have again to be
introduced. Some, r.g., might say the conditional means
" it lies in the character of S that P is inseparable from
everything that partakes in it". [Lotze.] Now as pleading
on behalf of a rigidly formal logic, may I point out the
obvious fact, that in this proposition we have an entirely
new complex of terms? It is not in the spirit of under-
rating the importance of such immensely interesting work
as Lotze has performed in the Philosophy of Logic that I
offer such an obvious reply. My object is rather to magnify
the interest and importance of his and similar work, by
markedly separating it from the dry and narrow field of Pure
Logic. Even in this field there seems to me useful work to
be done—not without its own interest. With respect to the
particular point in question, I must urge that if the Aris-
totelian doctrine of syllogism is of any value, it gains its end
entirely by the suppression of all distinctions that are not
explicitly recognised in its S's and P's. Its universal applica-
bility is only attained by demanding that implicit distinctions-
shall be voted out as non-formal.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. '21

§ 10. The Definite Introduction of Various Conjunctions or
Modes of Synthesis. Though the calculus can be completely
developed by use only of the particles not and and, yet the
results in this form would appear strangely complicated and
foreign to common speech. Hence it is desirable to intro-
duce other modes of synthesis. The most convenient
synthesis to introduce is the Alternative, indicated by the
word 'or'. I have urged that ' or' is most naturally inter-
preted in terms of ' and' and 'not ' . Hence the equivalence:
' a or b' means not (d and 6). This is, of course, a mere
verbal or conventional equivalence—not a fresh formed law.
From the definition follows the reciprocal relation between
and and or which has been so fully worked out by Peirce and
Schroder. It is legitimate, though of course not necessary,
to include further the symbol if. This, again, can be most
simply_ denned as equivalent to ur-not. Thus ' a if b' means
'a orb'. This is another conventional equivalence. This
definition suggests further the conjunction without, which is
defined as meaning and-not. Thus ' a without b' means
' a but not b,' i.e., ' a and b'.

The two conjunctions " and," " or," were represented in
Boole's system by the mathematical symbols of multiplica-
tion and addition respectively. The words " if" and " with-
out " correspond respectively to division and subtraction, if we
eliminate the uninterpretable and indeterminate character
which Boole gave to the processes. The common words or,
roithout, and, if thus happen to have some analogies with the
four fundamental processes of arithmetic. The analogies are,
however, far from perfect; and the only legitimate ground for
using Arithmetical symbols is that we are thus saved the
trouble of learning to work with an entirely new set of
symbols. If Boole had not taken advantage of this analogy,
his system would never have taken the hold that it actually
has. But his procedure was in one respect unfortunate. He
started with algebraical formula, and then investigated
whether these could be interpreted logically. He ought to
have started with the logical formulae, and then, if desirable,
to have examined whether it was convenient that these should
be represented by algebraical syvibols. However, this error has
been amply remedied in the writings of Dr. Venn. The
question may still be asked, whether the continued use of
Algebraical symbols is necessary or desirable ? I hope to
show in a future paper that these symbols are on the whole
rather an encumbrance than otherwise. I think that they
may be used in a modified form by the beginner in logical
manipulation ; and that they should be discarded later.'
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22 W. B. JOHNSON:

This conclusion is partly based on the definite ground that
Bince our logical system treats and and or as reciprocally re-
lated, it is peculiarly inappropriate to represent these by x
and + respectively, which are not reciprocally related.1

But a stronger reason is that the plan of notation, which
I hope to expound, actually enables us to solve more directly
and immediately certain problems, which have not at pre-
sent been easily solved. If this is admitted, it will appear
perfectly feasible to drop all mathematical symbols in deal-
ing with complex logical problems. This has of course been
done by Dr. Keynes, though he has not exactly developed
his method into a symbolic calculus. What distinguishes
such a calculus is the application of given definite laws of
combination to results of any degree of complexity, without
any other recourse to intelligent perception of the process
than is involved in the necessary postulates of all calculuses.
The derivation of complex results from highly simple
formulae of combination has been so nearly exclusively the
mark of mathematics, that critics are inclined to disparage
the method on the ground that it degrades logic to the posi-
tion of a mere branch of mathematics. But the method is
not t'n itself mathematical. Its so-called mathematical char-
acter is neither enhanced by the use of mathematical symbols
nor diminished by their avoidance. The method is simply
the method of non-intclligcnt covibinaiion. And on this ground
only can it be applauded or condemned.

§ 11. The Primary Analysis! of Propositions. The letter-
symbols that are used in the foregoing calculus stand for
unanalysed propositions. The synthesis hitherto considered
is a synthesis of propositions into more complex propositions.
Propositions combined into a system of propositions have
the same properties as the simple propositions out of which
they are constituted. We must now analyse the proposition
into elements which are not themselves propositions, and
examine what further developments arise in the synthesis of
propositions from a consideration of this analysis. Here we
must start with that form of proposition which cannot be
resolved into more elementary propositions. Such a propo-
sition may be called an Individual, Indivisible, or Molecular
Proposition. The Molecular Proposition can only be con-
ceived as an ideal limit, for any actual proposition is potenti-
ally resolvable into an indefinite synthesis of more elementary
propositions.

1 This contention does not, of coarse, apply to Dr. Venn's system, in
which the two operations are not reciprocal.
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 2 3

The molecular proposition is found, on a first analysis, to
contain two sorts of elements—a singular substantive and a
finite verb. The former is the subject-term and the latter the
predicative-term. These are the atoms whose combination
constitutes the molecular proposition. The usual logical
analysis of the predicative-term into copula and predicate-term
is not fundamental and is in some respects particularly mis-
leading. This analysis is generally, in fact, a merely verbal
device, having no logical significance. For consider the pro-
position, " Socrates is mortal". Here we predicate mortality.
If we interpret the predicate-term mortal, we should say it is
a. name given to any individual of whom mortality can be
predicated. The substantive general name ' a mortal' is only
definable by means of the conception of predication. By the
device of introducing the name ' a mortal,' we do not at all
obviate the necessity of marking the peculiar relation in
which the predication stands to the subject. It is true that,
starting with the conception of ' dying,1 we may proceed to
form the conception of the class of individuals which contains
all who must die and none others. But this class is defined
by means of predication thus: "Whoever must die". It
is obviously circuitous to interpret the proposition, " Socrates
must die," to mean, " Socrates is-identical-with one or other
of those who must die ". Besides, we do not in this way get
rid of the peculiar predicative element. For this comes up
again in the definition of our predicate name. To attempt
to do this, would involve an infinite process of substitution.
" Socrates is-identical-with one or other of those who are-
identical-with one or other of those who," &c, &c. It is,
therefore, a mistake to suppose that the ' identity' or ' class-
inclusion ' interpretation of such propositions, which is per-
fectly legitimate in its proper place, enables us to get rid of
the predicative element, which is essential to the proposition.
There is one case, no doubt, in which the copula has a real
logical significance, viz., in such propositions as, ' Tully is
Cicero,' ' Courage is Valour'. For here we have two real
subject-terms, and the copula relates them as identical. Here
" is " is a relative predication. The propositions are logically
on a level with " Brutus loves Caesar,' "Red resembles purple".
But these propositions really help to prove my contention.
For the explanation of " Tully is Cicero" would be " Tully
is identical with Cicero". Here the word "is" has fallen
into the position of a mere verbal device, and we see that
what we predicate of Tully is " identity with Cicero ".

All that I wish to contend for here is that subject and
predication are logically distinct categories; and that the
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device of resolving predication into copula and predicate-
name tends to obliterate the distinction. For the purposes
of Formal Jjogic, there is one consideration which will estab-
lish this point. With respect to any subject whatever there
must be some predications which can be joined with it, so that
if some are denied, there must be others which can be
affirmed of it. But we cannot say conversely, with respect
to any predication whatever, that there must be SOTM, subjects
with which it can be joined. Hence, after denying it of
some subjects, there may be no other subjects of which it
may be affirmed. A subject is that of which something
must be predicable. But a predication is not necessarily
predicable of some subject. Hence the subject cannot be
regarded as a blank form; it must be filled with predications,
determined or as yet undetermined by thought. On the
other hand, a predication may exist in its own peculiar
realm without ever being found to attach itself to any sub-
ject. The realm of predications and the realm of subjects
are not, therefore, precisely analogous. The former may.
exist without the latter, but not conversely.

This distinction is embodied in the common mode of
denying a proposition. In order to contradict a predication
with respect to a subject, we allow ourselves to afhrm of that
subject what we call the contradictory predication. This
contradictory predication is of course indeterminate. But, in
retaining the same subject, and affirming something of it, we
imply that it could not be a subject unless something could
be predicated of it. Hence the negation of a proposition
attaches itself to the predication. If we attached negation to
the subject, it would be because, in denying a predication to
one subject, we assumed that there must be some other sub-
ject to which the predication could be attached. We deny
the proposition, " Socrates must die," by affirming at least
that " there is something other than death which is predic-
able of Socrates," not by affirming that " there is something
other than Socrates of which death is predicable ".

The ' existence' of a subject is then a presupposition of
significant judgment. Also a ' meaning' to predication is a
presupposition. But the two are not parallel. The subject
w a subject, in so far as something is predicable of it. But
a predication does not lose its meaning, because there is no
subject of which it may be predicated. Having then granted
the reality of subjects and of predications, we may proceed
to give navies which stand for one or other of these subjects
or predications. These names refer dircctlj/ to their objects.
Hence they necessarily have application. Names which refer
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THE LOGICAL CALCULUS. 25

directly to their objects may be called purely denotative
names. To a purely denotative single name, then, there
always belongs a corresponding subject or predication
to which the name applies. The application of the name is
to one—neither more nor less—namable object, whether this
be subject or predication. The existmce of the subject and
the meaning of the predication, here, answer to the application
of the subject-name or predication-name.

§ 12. Synthesis of Propositions as Modified by their Analysis.
We may first consider the synthesis of propositions containing
a common individual denotative sxCbjed-name. Here in accor-
dance with the mode of denoting the contradictory of a
molecular proposition by contradicting the predication, we
also represent the synthesis of propositions containing the
same subject by a synthesis of predications. We thus apply the
laws and derivative rules for the combination of unanalysed
propositions to the combination of predications of a common
subject. Nothing further need be said on this point.

We have next to consider the synthesis of singular propo-
sitions, containing a common predication, but different subjects.
Let &,, Ss, Ss . . . SQQ represent a number of different
individual subjects; and let p denote any predication. [It
will be convenient in order to distinguish the predication
from the subject to write the predication in the usual form
" is p ".] A term S may be used to represent the aggregate
collection of individuals Sv Ss, S8 . . . S^; i.e.:—

8 means " Sj with S, with S8 . . . with S^ ".
Now there are two fundamental forms of synthesis which we
have noted, viz., "and," "or". These lead to the familiar
abbreviations:—

^ and S, and Ss . . . and S^ = Every S:
Sj or S2 or S, . . . or SQO = Some S.

Thus we arrive at the common logical forms, Every S is p,
Some S is p. The former is an abbreviation for a determi-
native, the latter for an alternative synthesis of molecular pro-
positions. The rules, then, for the synthesis of propositions
may be applied to derive the relations between universal and
particular propositions. These relations all follow from the
consideration of the implied ' and' and ' or' which are latent
in the quantitative terms ' all' and ' some'.

We have, thirdly, to consider the synthesis of proposi-
tions, which refer to the same aggregate of subjects, but contain
different predications. This yields six cases, according as
we have a determinative or alternative synthesis of two
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universal^ or of two particulars, or of a universal and par-
ticular. The results are all derivable from the analysis of
the universal and particalar, as condensed forms of and and
or respectively. The following are the chief results to
notice:—

Every S is p and Every S is q = Every S is p and q.

This follows at once from the consideration that, in the given
compound, no mode of synthesis is involved except determi-
nation. Hence the commutative and associative laws im-
mediately justify the equivalence. Similarly:—

Some B is p or Some S is q = Some S is p or q.
This follows from the same laws applied to alternation. But
we must observe that in the other cases no equivalence is pos-
sible. Thus"we have:—
Every S is p or Every S is q implies1 Every S is p or q.
Some S is p and Some S is q is implied by Some S is p and q.
Some S is p and Every S is q implies Some S is p and q.
Every S is p or Some 8 is q is implied by Every S is p or q.

These obvious results are shown to be derivable from the
analysis we have given. The cases of determinative com-
bination of two propositions correspond to the ordinary
combination of premisses in the Syllogism, while the alter-
native combinations are represented ordinarily in Hypothetical
Propositions (for w means if-not). The results lead to some
important criticisms of the systems of other symbolists,
which must be for the present postponed.

§ 13. The Calculus of Multiple Quantifications. We have
now traversed the entire ground of ordinary formal logic.
But our treatment will not be complete without a considera-
tion of the so-called Logic of Relative*. This term is peculiarly
misleading. No Formal Logic really treats of Relatives jn
geueral qiid Relatives. It can manipulate complex proposi-
tions involving a double, triple, quadruple, &c, quantification.
And it is this manipulation to which the name Lof/ie of
Jlclatircs has been unfortunately applied. By quantification,
I mean the use of such terms as Alt, Some. By a proposition
involving multiple quantification, I mean such a proposition
as " All readers find something to enjoy in any volume

1 " Implies" here means " formally implies," i.e., " contains as a deter-
minant". Formal inference is, in fact, nothing but ditcortrinp the
dtttrmiuanfi of a (liven complex. The relations between formal equiva-
lence, implication, or contradiction, and material equivalence, implication,
or contradiction, will be treated in my next paper.
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written by a true poet". This involves a quadruple quan-
tification. The main ground of interest in the subject is
that its treatment will conclusively show that the only
instruments in the hands of the formal logician are pure
synthesis and pure negation. For we have already observed
that "a l l " is a mere abbreviation for " and" ; that
" some" is a mere abbreviation for "o r" ; and that " a or
b " merely means " not (not-a and not-6)". When the need-
ful analysis of a proposition involving multiple quantification
is made we shall then see that the resulting calculus is
merely a complex derivation from the five fundamental laws
of propositional synthesis given above.

in the primary analysis of the proposition, we employ a
single subject-term and a predicative-term to represent the
molecular proposition; as in " Ctesar sleeps ". But a further
analysis may disclose a double subject. Thus " Caesar loves
Brutus " contains the two subjects Ccrsar and Brutus and the
relative predication-term loves. Considering, then, two groups
of subjects x., xt . . . x^ and yv t/? . . . y^, we have six
cases of doubly-quantitative propositions. These correspond
to the six cases of combination of two singly-quantitative
propositions. For we may take all the molecular proposi-
tions of the form " x loves y," and combine them deter-
'minatively or alternatively with respect to the x's and with
respect to the y's. We thus obtain the forms :—

I. Every x loves every y.
II. Certain X'B love every y.

HI. Every x loves certain y's.
TV. Some x or other loves every y.
V. Every x loves some y or other.

VI. Some x loves some y.

The distinction between II. and IV. and also between III.
and V. has to be carefully noted. These forms involve the
same modes of synthesis of the same elements, but differently
bracfatcd. The word " Certain " is equivalent to " Some the
same"; the expression " Some or other" is equivalent to
" Some it may be different ".

These propositions, and others similar to these, but of any
higher order of multiple quantification, only require a careful
analysis as regards the way in which the " and" and " or"
syntheses are introduced. Under this treatment, the results
will again be seen to be mere complex developments of the
five fundamental laws of propositional synthesis. I hope to
be able to exhibit the calculus of multiple quantifications in
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a future paper. In the present article, I must return to a
consideration of certain possible criticisms.

§ 14. Criticism of the Preceding Analysis. If the above
analysis is admitted to be correct, it will establish the point
that all the familiar methods of Formal Logic, and the less
familiar results of Relative Logic, depend, not on the pecu-
liar relation of subject and predication, but on the proposi-
tional synthesis involved in the quantitative element of the
universal or particular judgment.

To all this the objection will be raised that it treats the
universal and particular as merely enumerative forms, and
entirely neglects the essential difference between a mere
enumeration of single cases and the true universal which is
controlled by a common nature or limited by the possession
of a common attribute. It is true that this distinction is
partially disregarded, but only in so far as it is irrelevant to
the interpretational force of the universal. However the
aggregate of things, to which the universal name applies, is
mentally reached, the propositional force for purposes of
inference or synthesis in general is the same. Just as we
may measure the length of a curve by integration of small
elements, although it is intuitively apprehended or analyti-
cally denned as a whole, so we may estimate the inferential
import of a universal by regarding it as a synthesis of
individual propositions, although the individuals are first
determined by the conception of the universal in its one-
ness.

A further consideration of the import of ordinary quanti-
tative propositions will provide us with a more complete
defence. It is true that the quantified subject-term is not
usually a mere enumeration of individuals first apprehended
and named. But this is because the subject-term is not a
bate subject, but a term having predicative as well as sub-
stantive force. • Thus the proposition " All mortals must
suffer" involves two predicative elements—dying and suffer-
ing. It asserts some sort of synthesis of these two predica-
tions within the same subject or subjects. The apparent
subject is "Whatever dies". What then is the real or
ultimate subject? It is certain that predication cannot
by itself determine a subject. The application of the term
' mortal' cannot be evolved from the attribute ' mortality '.
In common logical language, the denotation must be fixed
and limited by something independent of the connotation.
That which fixes all denotations is simply the aggregate of all
individual subjects, the presupposition of which we have seen
to be necessary for significant judgment. These subjects
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can never be exhaustively characterised by means of predi-
cations. There remains always the stuff, substance, or
matter on which the predications must hang. What are the
boundaries of the ' universe of discourse'; whether these
boundaries are uniformly the same in all ' discourses' or
differ for every ' discourse'; are questions irrelevant to
Formal Logic. It is enough to point out that there can be
no such thing as a specific denotation of terms, unless there
is some aggregate of individuals in the background ready to
receive the connotation. With this understanding then we
may resolve the apparent subject into its really substantive
and predicative elements. The proposition " All mortals
suffer" thus becomes "Any subject suffers if mortal".
Here the ultimate subject is referred to universally; and
the predication ' suffers if mortal' involves a complex
synthesis of predications. The other cases are similarly
treated. Thus—

Every x is y = Every subject is ' x if y '
= Every subject is ' x or y'.

No x is y = No subject is ' x and y'.
Some x is y = Some subject is ' x and y'.
Not-every x is y = Not-every subject is ' x if y'

= Not-every subject is ' x or y'.

All propositions, then, involving predicative subjects may
be resolved into propositions having, as common subject-
term, the aggregate of all individual subjects; and as predi-
cate, a synthesis of the predications involved in the apparent
subject and predicate. This result follows from the neces-
sary reference of the subject-term to denotation. It is clear
that, without a reference to a common aggregate of subjects,
propositions could not be synthesised at all. The ultimate
subject-term is referred to either universally or particularly.
Hence the force of the proposition is brought out (as before)
by interpreting the universal as an abridged determinative
synthesis and the particular as an abridged alternative syn-
thesis.

This interpretation of the universal and particular corre-
sponds exactly to the interpretation given by Dr. Venn and
Mr. Peirce and worked out by Dr. Keynes. In order to
obviate certain objections that have been raised to their
methods and also to show the closeness of the proposed
interpretation to that ordinarily given, I have preferred
to use the term ' denotation' in place of ' existence,' and
to state the propositions with the same signs of quantity
3 *
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that they originally contained. Bnt my procedure is
essentially the same as theirs. In the interpretation given
of " all x is y," I have not assumed that x has any denotation,
i.e., the extension of x may be zero. If, in any given case,
x is known to have extension greater than zero, the scheme
of interpretation is perfectly adapted to express this addi-
tional datum. We have merely to conjoin with the negative
proposition " Nothing is xy " the affirmative " Something is
x ". A proposition is not reduced to insignificance by allow-
ing the possibility that a eonnoleUive term such as " Any
subject of which x may be predicated" has extension zero.
ThiB is quite consistent with my former statements that a
purely denotative term must have extension greater than
zero, and that the universe of denotation must itself have
extension greater than zero.

[The statement (on p. 18) that "The same proposition cannot be
sometimes true and sometimes false " most be taken in connexion with
my recognition of propositions involving multiple quantification. Thus
we may indicate a series of propositions involving single, double, triple
. . . quantification, whioh may reach any order of multiplicity: (1)
All luxuries are taxed. (2) In some countries all luxuries are taxed ;
or. In those countries in which all necessaries can be produced, all
luxuries are taxed. (3) At some periods it is true that in all countries
all luxuries are taxed ; or. In all countries, at those periods at which
some necessaries can be produced, all luxuries are taxed. With respect
to each of the types of proposition (1), (2), (8), I contend that, when
made explicit with respect to. time or place, 4c., it is absurd to speak of
them as sometimes true and sometimes false. And I pr"'"t^'" also that
symbolists are wrong, in giving a unique place to time as a secondary
differentiation of propositions. The rules for dealing with multiple
quantification are precisely identical, whether the secondary quantifica-
tion relates to time, place or any other substantive category.]
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